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Investigating adsorptive deep desulfurization of fuels using metal modified 

adsorbents and process intensification by acoustic cavitation  

Nalinee B. Suryawanshia,b, Vinay M. Bhandaria,b∗, Laxmi Gayatri Sorokhaibamc, Vivek V. 
Ranadea‡

The harmful impact on environment due to SOx emissions from fuels and increasingly stricter 

norms over the years, have amplified deep desulfurization challenges, consequently enhancing 

attractiveness of adsorptive separations. The present work mainly explores metal modifications 

for its impact on sulfur removal behaviour and selectivity. The proof of concept was elucidated 

using two model adsorbents, one- commercial Shirasagi TAC adsorbent and other- newer 

adsorbent derived from Cassia fistula biomass. Single and double metal modifications were 

studied using zinc, cobalt, nickel and copper. An attempt was made to further improve the sulfur 

removal using process intensification - acoustic cavitation coupled with adsorption. The removal 

of three refractory sulfur compounds viz. thiophene, benzothiophene, dibenzothiophene was 

studied and the performance was compared for both single and double metal modifications apart 

from process intensification. A high capacity for sulfur removal, up to 23 mgS/g was obtained, 

especially for dibenzothiophene. Process intensification using cavitation coupled with adsorption 

further improved sulfur removal to the extent of 100 % and for metal modified TAC, capacity 

increase up to 38mgS/g for dibenzothiophene was obtained. The results indicate that combined 
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effect of metal modification and process intensification can substantially improve the sulfur 

removal efficiency of carbon adsorbents.  

Keywords: Sulfur removal, Pollution, Adsorption, Separation, Activated carbon 

 

1. Introduction 

Air pollution has emerged as a serious problem in many parts of world and major contribution is 

from transportation fuels that release SOx and other pollutants. As a consequence, Governments 

worldwide formulate stringent norms on fuel quality from time to time.  According to US-EPA, 

maximum allowable sulfur concentration is 15 and 30 ppm in diesel and gasoline 

respectively[1,2] while the new regulations of European Union mandate below 10 ppm sulfur in 

transportation fuels[3]. For Fuel Cell, where gasoline is considered as an ideal liquid fuel[4], 

even small traces of sulfur can poison the catalyst and hence sulfur concentration well below 1 

ppm is recommended. The three common liquid fuels: gasoline, diesel and jet fuel have different 

composition and content in terms of sulfur compounds which vary widely from lower end sulfur 

compounds such as sulfides, disulfides, mercaptans to higher end refractory compounds such as 

thiophene, benzothiophene, dibenzothiophenes and their alkylated derivatives. The huge 

differences in terms of reactivity of these compounds and differences in the nature and 

concentrations of variety of sulfur compounds make application of any single desulfurization 

technology difficult in techno-economically meeting the newer norms[5]. Production of ultra-

low sulfur fuels is difficult using the existing established methods such as hydrodesulfurization 

(HDS). HDS employs high pressures (3-7MPa), high temperatures (320-380°C) and catalysts 

such as Ni/Mo or Co/Mo supported on Al2O3[6]. Exploiting HDS for deep desulfurization 

implies substantially high capital investment and severe process changes in terms of catalyst and 

operating conditions. The other methods for desulfurization mainly include adsorption[7,8], 

oxidation[9] and  biodesulfurization[10]. Advanced oxidation processes such as photo-assisted 

oxidation[11], ultrasound assisted oxidations and cavitation[9] have been widely reported for 

desulfurization. Recently, hydrodynamic cavitation for desulfurization of fuels was reported 

without use of catalyst[12–14]. Adsorptive deep desulfurization has been a subject of discussion 

for decades encompassing numerous adsorbents and modifications for improving the adsorption 

capacity, selectivity and for ease of regeneration. Adsorption can be an excellent supplementary 
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process in the existing set-up and has potential in meeting ultra-low sulfur mandate at lowered 

costs. Thus, newer insight is essential in this regard on the various aspects ranging from 

adsorbent types to different modifications-material or process. 

 

A wide variety of materials starting from activated carbon (AC)[7,8], silica based sorbents[15], 

zeolites[2], metal oxides[16], metal organic frameworks[17], graphene-like boron nitride[18] and 

metal exchanged/ impregnated activated carbon/ zeolites/ mesoporous materials have been 

reported in the past for adsorption. Carbon based adsorbents are preferred due to their 

manoeuvring capacity with a variety of starting materials for obtaining high surface area, 

controllable physical texture, high mechanical strength, possible surface modifications apart 

from availability of various sources such as coal[19], wood[20], polymer[20], biomaterials - rice 

husk [21], Cassia fistula[22], organic wastes[23], carbon cloth[24], carbon aerogels[25], resin 

derived carbon spheres[26], rubber tires [27–30] and so on. Performance of adsorptive 

desulfurization can be improved by modifying the carbonaceous matrix and/or modifying the 

nature of sulfur compounds using methods such as chemical, thermal, electrochemical, ozone, 

microwave, photon, cavitation and plasma treatment. Chemical treatments involving acid[31,32], 

base[29] and metal modifications[33,34] are widely reported. Incorporating metals having 

positive charge can assist sulfur removal due to interactions with slightly polar, negatively 

charged sulfur moiety. Single metal incorporation on carbon matrix has been extensively studied 

for metals such as Fe[34], Zn[33], Co[34], Ni[33], Cu[34], Ag[35], Na[35], Al[7], Si[7], Mn[36], 

Mo[30], Pd[37], Ce[38]. In comparison, only limited studies are found on bimetallic 

incorporation e. g. Ce-Fe[27], Co-Cu[39], Cu-Ni[40], Co-Mo[30]. The mechanism, however, is 

not well understood though some studies have been reported using kinetic modelling, density 

functional theory, molecular orbital theory and other such theoretical approaches[1,41]. Our 

earlier work indicated that incorporation of specific functional groups or active metals may 

provide new sites for sulfur adsorption [7,42]. The difficulty arises in predicting single and 

coupled effects of different types of interactions (π complexation, metal-sulfur interaction, acid-

base interaction, electrostatic interaction, van der waals interaction, dispersive interaction etc) for 

various types of sulfur compounds apart from that for aromatics, olefins, additives etc. The 

aromatics have significant presence, typically 15-45%[43], and can also compete in adsorption 

[1,24,41,44]. 
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Desulfurization capacity with majority of the metal impregnated carbon materials was 

substantially low implying necessity for newer strategy of materials developments, material 

modifications and process intensification. Further, multifunctional adsorbents have not been 

discussed in detail to exploit higher capacity due to enhanced interactions. It is instructive to 

evaluate these effects of metal modifications apart from extracting functionalities from newer 

biomass substrates for obtaining high sulfur removal capacity and for obtaining insight into 

sulfur removal which form the main objectives of this work. In the present study, single and 

double metal modifications of carbon adsorbents using four different metals (Zn/Co/Ni/Cu) have 

been discussed in the context of deep desulfurization of transportation fuels, based on the 

premiss that cations of transition metals would improve adsorption capability. Another 

engineering modification in the form of process intensification using acoustic cavitation 

(ultrasonication), without oxidizing agent or catalyst, has been investigated in detail for 

improving adsorptive desulfurization. A newer biomass derived (Cassia fistula) adsorbent, was 

studied in detail for the removal of refractory sulfur compounds- thiophene, benzothiophene and 

dibenzothiophene and the results have been compared with those from using sulfur specific 

commercial carbon adsorbent. 

 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 

Analytical reagent (AR) grade thiophene (Loba chemicals, 99%), benzothiophene (Fluka, 95%) 

and dibenzothiophene (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) were used as model organosulfur compounds. n-

octane (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) was used as a solvent to prepare the model fuel. A commercial 

sulfur specific carbon adsorbent-SHIRASAGI TAC was obtained from Japan Enviro Chemicals 

Ltd., Japan. Another activated carbon, CFP-450, derived from Cassia Fistula biomass and 

treated by phosphoric acid in 1:1 ratio, was  synthesized in the laboratory using the procedure 

reported elsewhere [22]. Nitric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 64-66%), hydrochloric acid (Emplura, 

35%), cobalt chloride hexa-hydrate (Qualigens, 97%), zinc chloride (Qualigens, 95%), nickel 

nitrate hexa-hydrate (Merck, 97%), cupric nitrate tri-hydrate (Thomas Baker, 99.5 %) were used 

for the modification of adsorbents. 
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2.2. Analysis of sulfur in model fuel 

Model fuel was prepared by dissolving known quantities of sulfur compounds in n-octane: 

thiophene in n-octane (MF-T), benzothiophene in n-octane (MF-BT), dibenzothiophene in n-

octane (MF-DBT). Selectivity studies were carried out using equal sulphur concentrations of 

thiophene, benzothiophene, and dibenzothiophene in n-octane. Assuming conventional 

desulfurization process such as HDS yields fuel containing 100 ppm sulfur, an initial sulfur 

concentration of 100 ppm was employed in selectivity studies of mixtures. The sulfur content 

was analysed using total sulphur analyser, TN-TS  3000 (Thermoelectron Corporation, 

Netherlands) and also by using Gas Chromatograph (Agilent GC, 7890A, CPSil  5CB sulfur 

column-30m× 320µm×4µm, in conjunction with flame photometric detector).  Helium was used 

as a carrier gas (2 mL min-1) and a split ratio of 10:1 was maintained. The injector temperature 

was 250°C with injection volume of 0.2µL. The oven temperature was ramped at 20°C/min from 

40 to 100°C and 60°C/min to 230°C. The total analysis time was 25min.  Reproducibility was 

checked and was found satisfactory. Two separate calibrations for sulfur measurement were used 

for TNTS and Gas chromatography. For TN-TS analyser, the first calibration was in the range of 

0 to 50 ppm and second in the range 50 to 500ppm. For GC, the calibration ranges were 0-100 

and 100-500 ppm. Uncertainty in calibration measurement was estimated by considering the 

addition of uncertainty of calibration measurement capability, uncertainty in repeated 

measurements and uncertainty in resolution of instruments (1 ppm). For TN-TS sulfur analyser, 

the total uncertainty was found up to 2 ppm in the range of 0-50 ppm and up to 5 ppm in the 

range 50-500 ppm measurement with repeatability error within 1%, indicating complete 

reproducibility. The error in GC analysis was typically less than 2%. 

 

2.3. Preparation of Modified Adsorbents 

2.3.1. Single metal modification(Zn/Co/Ni/Cu) 

Two adsorbents, one commercial- Shirasagi TAC and one laboratory synthesised- CFP were 

used for metal modification studies. Zinc chloride and cobalt chloride hexahydrate were used as 

metal precursors for Zn and Co metal impregnation, respectively. 1M concentration of metal 

precursors (Zn/Co) in 0.5 M HCl solution was used for wet impregnation (120 g Carbon/L) at 

60°C for 6h. Modified TAC adsorbents of Zn and Co are referred as TAC-Zn and TAC-Co 

respectively. Single metal modifications of metals Ni and Cu were similarly made by employing 
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acidic solution of 0.5 M metal precursors of nickel nitrate or cupric nitrate in 0.1M HNO3. The 

modified adsorbents were filtered, washed with double distilled water, air dried and finally 

activated at 200°C for 16 h. The modified adsorbents Ni and Cu are referred as CFP-450-Ni, 

CFP-450-Cu, TAC-Ni, TAC-Cu (Table 1). 

 

2.3.2. Double metal modification (Ni and Cu) 

The double metal modified adsorbents were prepared from single metal modified adsorbents 

using the above mentioned procedure. Ni was impregnated prior to Cu loading. Double modified 

CFP-450 and TAC are referred as CFP-450-Ni-Cu, TAC-Ni-Cu respectively. The details of all 

the metal modified adsorbents along with metal loading are given in Table 1. The uncertainty 

error due to all physical measurement was typically less than 2% and total error in the 

experimentation including the analysis is believed to be within 5 %. 

 

Table 1: List of modified adsorbents 

No. Metal 
used 

Adsorbent 
for 

modification 

Adsorbent code 
after metal 

impregnation 

Metal loading 
before 

modification 
(wt%) 

Addition of 
metal 

loading in 
modification 

(wt%) 

Total metal 
loading on 
modified 
adsorbent 

(wt%) 

1 Zn TAC TAC-Zn 0.46 -0.032 0.428 

2 Co TAC TAC-Co 0 0 0 

3 Ni TAC TAC-Ni 0 0.45 0.45 

4 Cu TAC TAC-Cu 3.19 -0.05 3.14 

5 Ni-Cu TAC TAC-Ni-Cu Ni:0 
Cu:3.19 

Ni: 0.036 
Cu: 0.268 

Ni: 0.036  
Cu:3.46 

6 Ni CFP-450 CFP-450-Ni 0 0.59 0.59 

7 Cu CFP-450 CFP-450-Cu 0 1.52 1.52 

8 Ni-Cu CFP-450 CFP-450-Ni-Cu 0 Ni: 0.013 
Cu: 1.95 

Ni: 0.013 
Cu: 1.95 
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2.4. Adsorption equilibrium studies 

Batch adsorption equilibrium studies were carried out at ambient conditions (T 28oC± 2) using 

10mL volume of model fuel with predetermined initial sulfur concentration (25-600 ppmS) and 

equilibrating with known weight of the adsorbent (0.05-0.75 g per 10mL of the model fuel). The 

samples were equilibrated using Spectralab HM8T orbital shaker with agitation speed of 130 

rpm and equilibration time was 16h. Prior to each adsorption experiment, the adsorbents were 

activated in Nabertherm furnace (RT 50-250/11) at 200°C for a minimum period of 2 h for 

removing moisture, if any. Uncertainty analysis in the adsorption isotherms is calculated from 

standard deviation in the equilibrium capacity. 

 

2.5. Process intensification studies using acoustic cavitation 

Process intensification through acoustic cavitation was studied using the ultrasonication bath 

(PCi analytics,Model 9L250H) having ultrasonic power of 250 W and operating frequency of 

33KHz. The samples of model fuel containing adsorbent were subjected to acoustic cavitation in 

2 cycles of 15 min each. After the sonication, the samples were kept in orbital shaker for another 

16h equilibration.  

 

2.6. Adsorbent characterization 

The morphological distribution of metals on the adsorbent surfaces was obtained by 

environmental mode Scanning Electron Microscope (E-SEM, Leo-Leica, stereoscan 440, 

Cambridge, UK). Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) characterization was carried out using PAN 

analyticalX’pert Pro dual goniometer diffractometer (40 kV and 30 mA); radiation source of Cu 

Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) with a Ni filter, scanned in 2θ range of 10−90°  at scanning rate of 6.67°/min 

with scan step size of 0.0084. Data collection was carried out by mounting the samples on a glass 

plate. Surface area, pore volume, pore size distribution of the different adsorbents was 

determined by N2 adsorption isotherm at 77 K using Quantachrome Autosorb automated gas 

adsorption system. Multi point Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method was used for surface 

area measurement. The micropore surface area was evaluated using Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) 

method and total pore volume and pore diameter was estimated using Barret- Joyner-Halenda 

method (BJH). Surface functional groups on the modified carbon adsorbents were determined by 

Cary 600 FTIR (Agilent) using KBr pellet method in the range 400-4000cm-1. Elemental analysis 
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was carried out using Scanning Electron Microscope (Leo-Leica, stereoscan 440, Cambridge, 

UK) equipped with Energy Dispersive X-ray system (EDAX, XL-30) operating at 15-25 kV. The 

presence of transition elements in the carbon adsorbents was also confirmed and quantified by 

Microwave Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometer (MP-AES)(Agilent 4100). The elemental 

analysis was also cross-checked using Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission 

Spectrometry (ICP-OES) (Spectro arcos, Model No. ARCOS-FHS-12). 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Characterization of the adsorbent materials 

E-SEM images of the adsorbents along with their single and double metal modified forms are 

shown in Figures 1 and 2. Several changes in the morphology after post metal impregnation were 

observed. The images show disordered structure with pores of non-uniform sizes. SEM and BET 

characterization indicate that the adsorbents were highly porous and having wide distribution in 

the pore sizes from micropores of nanometre size to macropores of micrometre size. Metal 

deposition is believed to be reflected in white shiny patches on the grey surface and most of 

these metal particles of larger size can be seen as aggregates on the modified carbon 

surfaces[45]. The randomly distributed metal clusters are indicated by the SEM images of TAC-

Ni and TAC-Cu (Fig.1). It is also seen that the morphologies of the laboratory synthesized CFP-

450 adsorbents were greatly affected by the nature and extent of metal impregnation. SEM-EDX 

analysis revealed the presence of other heteroatoms like Cu, Cr and Zn on TAC surface. Random 

error in the EDX analysis is estimated for few samples by independent synthesis and 

characterization, in triplicate, and relative error was below 5%. The results of characterization 

indicate higher metal loading on the external surfaces only. A high loading of 14.2wt% of Zn and 

comparatively low Co loading of 1 % for TAC-Zn and TAC-Co respectively (Table 2) was 

observed. MP-AES and ICP-OES results (Table-1) indicated no increase in the Zn and Cu 

loading over that present already apart from absence of Co metal in the bulk carbon adsorbent. 

This may be attributed to the fact that the commercial adsorbent TAC already contains Cu, Cr 

and Zn which reduces its capacity for further modification. Two different concentrations of 

hydrochloric acid (0.5M and 0.1 M) were employed in the metal modification and possible 

leaching of some of the inherent metals during the impregnation of Zn and Co was observed at 

0.5M. Therefore, a lower acid concentration of 0.1 M appears to be more appropriate as seen 
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from Ni and Cu modification results (Table-1). Similarly, only 0.45 wt% Ni loading on TAC was 

observed (Table 1). The metal loading on carbon gets altered in the process of double metal 

modification. The Ni loading was reduced from 0.45% to 0.036% and Cu loading increased by 

0.26% after double metal modification in TAC. In contrast, no appreciable metal contents were 

detected on the surface of CFP-450 and a reasonably high loading of 1.52% and 0.59% for Cu 

and Ni was obtained after single metal modification. Further, Ni loading was reduced to 0.013% 

and Cu loading increased to 1.95% in double metal modification supporting the earlier trend of 

TAC modifications. The metal loading is higher in presence of Cu for CFP-450 (Table 1). It may 

be possible that oxidized carbon surfaces of CFP-450 (prepared by phosphoric acid oxidation) 

are capable of exchanging more favourably with Cu ions. Also, Ni2+(aq) can be considered to be 

weakly adsorbed species and is likely to be displaced by Cu2+(aq) at higher concentrations[46]. 

 

In double metal modifications, Ni doping was carried out prior to Cu loading. As a result, some 

of Ni on the surface gets displaced and though individual metal loading gets reduced as 

compared to single metal modification, the combined/total metal loading on the surface was seen 

to be higher than single loading. 

 

Structural properties of the adsorbents were evaluated by nitrogen adsorption and desorption 

isotherms and the results are given in Table 3. The values of surface area for TAC and CFP-450 

were found to be 1300m2/g and 1113m2/g respectively. Reproducibility of nitrogen adsorption 

indicated error within ± 3%. After Zn and Co modification on the surface of the TAC, reduction 

in the surface area of the adsorbent was observed. A reduction of ~ 34 % in the surface area from 

1300 to 861m2/g in TAC-Zn and negligible (~2.5 %) reduction corresponding to 1267 m2/g, in 

TAC-Co was observed. Most of the nitrogen adsorption occurred at a relatively low pressure 

below 0.2 and plateau is reached at high pressure, particularly in the case of TAC-Co, indicating 

the increase in micro porosity with Co modification. However, Zn modification did not result in 

similar increase in micro-porosity. Single and double metal modification by Ni and Cu generally 

reduces the surface area. The reduction in the surface area for all single and double metal 

modifications can be partly attributed to physical blocking of the pores due to increased loading 

of metals. Further, collapse of some internal micropores at high acidic concentrations in metal 

impregnation may also contribute in the reduction of surface area.   
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X-ray diffraction profiles of TAC and CFP-450 (Fig.3) exhibited broad peak at around 24°. 

However, TAC showed additional sharp peaks at 2θ positions of 31°, 35° and 37° with residual 

peaks around 63°. TAC surface contains appreciable amount of copper and chromium, which 

was observed in the form of oxides at 2θ values of 36° and 37°. From the XRD and SEM-EDX 

results of TAC, significant presence of Cu (15.3%) and Cr (7.1%) was observed. XRD peaks at 

2θ values of 35.7° and 38.5° are characteristic of CuO[47] in commercial sample of TAC and 

modified TAC. The degree of crystallinity is seen more in TAC-Cu as evident from sharper and 

intense peak corresponding to CuO. The diffractions patterns are also similar for the double 

modified TAC-Ni-Cu but of very low intensity. The peaks corresponding to Cu2+ ions are 

broader and of low intensity in the doubly modified form of TAC-Ni-Cu suggesting presence of 

small Cu particles with low degree of crystallization. TAC-Zn and TAC-Co spectra show less 

intense peaks at similar position of 2θ like TAC. There is no appreciable presence of Zn and Co 

on TAC and comparative high concentration of acid during the modification possibly reduced its 

crystalline nature. 

CFP-450 showed broad peaks or humps and the absence of sharp peak clearly indicates 

predominantly amorphous structure (Fig.3). The XRD spectrum of CFP-450 and its subsequent 

metal modification shows hump at 24.25° and 44.7° indicating graphite like structure of 

activated carbons. The broad peak is an indication of amorphous nature of the carbon surface and 

possible increase in crystallinity is evident from the height of the peaks in Ni and Cu loading. 

Further, the XRD spectra of the single or double metal (Ni/Cu or Ni-Cu) modified CFP-450 

indicated possibility of highly dispersed Ni/Cu without formation of large aggregates. 

 

FTIR spectra of the CFP-450, commercial TAC and modified carbons of TAC and CFP-450 are 

given in Fig.4. In all these adsorbents, broad peak is observed at 3700 cm-1 which indicate the 

presence of OH group on the surface of the adsorbent. The peak near 1563 cm-1 in CFP-450 and 

their modified forms may be ascribed to (COO-) stretching vibrations which indicated the 

presence of oxygen containing functional group as a result of chemical activation[22]. The peaks 

around 1195 cm-1 and 1698 cm-1 in CFP-450 and metal modified forms may be attributed to the 

stretching vibration of C-C group and C=O respectively[22]. The oxidised acidic functional 

groups are due to the chemical treatment. The presence of amide functionality can be confirmed 
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in TAC and metal modified forms from the peak at 1545 cm-1. The broad band at 1225 cm-1 in 

TAC and its modified forms may be ascribed to acetate like vibrations. 

 

 
Fig. 1. E-SEM image a) TAC b) TAC-Ni c) TAC-Cu d) TAC-Ni-Cu e) TAC-Zn f) TAC-Co 
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Fig.2. E-SEM image a) CFP-450 b) CFP-450-Ni c) CFP-450-Cu d) CFP-450-Ni-Cu 
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Table2: Elemental composition of commercial and modified adsorbents from EDX data 

Adsorbent Element (wt. %) 
C O Cu Cr 

 
Ni Zn P Co 

TAC 53.0 22.2 15.3 7.1 0 2.2 0 0 

TAC-Ni 58.2 20.6 12.6 5.5 1.5 1.5 0 0 

TAC-Cu 60.7 19.9 13.1 4.1 0 1.4 0 0 

TAC-Ni-Cu 59.4 22.5 10.8 5.3 0.6 1.1 0 0 

TAC-Zn 29.4 19.1 6.1 5.9 0 14.2 0 0 

TAC-Co 61.3 34.2 1.6 0.6 0 0 0 1 

CFP-450 56.2 40.0 0 0 0 0 3.2 0 

CFP-450-Ni 60.5 36.5 0 0 1.7 0 0.8 0 

CFP-450-Cu 58.2 35.6 4.7 0 0 0 1.2 0 

CFP450-Ni-Cu 58.0 36.9 3.8 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 

Table3: Surface area and porosity of the modified adsorbents 
Adsorbent BET Surface 

area (m2. g-1) 
Total pore 
volume 
(cm3.g-1) 

Micropore 
Volume 
(cm3.g-1) 

Average Pore 
Diameter 
(nm) 

TAC 1300 0.90 0.66 2.88 

TAC-Ni 779 0.46 0.43 2.40 

TAC-Cu 1320 0.82 0.68 2.49 

TAC-Ni-Cu 824 0.50 0.45 2.42 

TAC-Zn 
TAC-Co 

861 
1267 

0.64 
0.74 

0.44 
0.63 

3.01 
2.45 

CFP-450 1113 0.14 0.15 2.01 

CFP-450-Ni 379 0.20 0.21 2.13 

CFP-450-Cu 352 0.18 0.20 2.14 

CFP-450-Ni-Cu 355 0.18 0.20 2.13 
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Fig.3. XRD pattern of the modified adsorbents: TAC and CFP-45 
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Fig.4. FTIR spectra of the modified carbon adsorbents: TAC and CFP-450 
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3.2. Adsorptive Deep Desulfurization of Fuels 

 

3.2.1 Effect of metal modification 

Deep desulfurization experiments were carried out to evaluate the effect of metal loading on the 

performance of desulfurization of transportation fuels. The adsorption equilibria for sulfur 

compounds T, BT, and DBT on TAC and CFP-450 adsorbents are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 

respectively. Uncertainty is calculated by standard deviation in adsorption equilibrium capacity 

and error bars are shown for the representative data sets of thiophene and dibenzothiophene, 

indicating a maximum standard deviation of 1.75ppm.  

 

It was observed that the modified adsorbents have reasonably good capacity for refractory sulfur 

compound, in general, and for DBT in particular. A capacity of ~2, 12 and 23 mgS/g adsorbent 

was obtained for T, BT and DBT respectively for TAC (Fig.5). The capacity is significantly 

higher than most of the reported carbonaceous activated carbons[22,25,26,48] or zeolites[1,2], 

though Ni modification in zeolite with a capacity of 41 mgS/g was also reported[2]. Further, it is 

interesting to note that the sulfur removal improves as the refractory nature of sulfur compound 

increases. Similar trend was observed in selectivity when experiments were conducted on model 

diesel (Fig. 7) comprising mixture of sulfur compounds (thiophene, benzothiophene and 

dibenzothiophene; Initial S concentration of 100 ppm-equal S concentration of each component). 

The selectivity difference is quite large and the observed higher capacity for DBT is particularly 

significant since the commercial fuels have higher concentrations of the refractory sulfur 

compounds than thiophene. The order of selectivity for TAC was: 

 

Thiophene  <  Benzothiophene  <<  Dibenzothiophene 

 

The single component and multi-component adsorption data was found to be consistent. Even at 

low sulfur concentration, the selectivity for dibenzothiophene was the highest, indicating 

practically complete removal of the refractory sulfur compounds. The results corroborate well 

with those reported by Saleh and co-workers and it was believed that the double benzene ring in 

DBT increases the probability of adsorption on the active sites of carbon due to the dispersive 

interaction between delocalized π electrons within the benzene rings of DBT and electron rich 
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region of the aromatics ring of the carbons[29]. The removal of benzothiophene gets suppressed 

to some extent in the mixture probably due to higher selectivity for DBT. The large variation in 

the selectivity clearly highlights the fact that it is not just the sulfur specific adsorbent that is 

required in desulfurization, but it also needs to have high selectivity towards specific/refractory 

sulfur compounds of interest.  

 

The mechanism of carbon modification using metal addition can be quite complex. The basic 

objective is to promote removal of slightly polar, negatively charged sulfur moiety through 

electrostatic interactions of positively charge bearing metal species. The nature of these 

associations can be attributed to coupled or individual interaction of π-complexation, metal-

sulfur bonding and/or acid-base interaction as suggested by several researchers[1,2,41,49]. The 

interactions with various metals such as Ag, Ni, Co, Zn, Cu can increase the adsorption capacity 

and therefore sulfur removal. However, the extent to which a metal can be loaded on carbon 

adsorbent or increase in the capacity can be obtained is still a question which is difficult to 

answer. This is evident from the fact that higher incorporation of metals have not proportionately 

enhanced the capacity of the modified adsorbents, no matter which metal is used. The 

modification philosophy is schematically explained in Fig. 8. Some metals are more favourable 

on the carbon supports which correspondingly affect the aggregation and dispersion. Thus, 

nature of carbon, nature of metal, structure of porous matrix, surface area available for 

modification, metal-metal interactions in multiple metal modifications, repulsive forces due to 

similar charges and its impact on subsequent metal modifications, partial displacement of one 

metal by another on the basis of affinity grading and such many complexities associated with 

metal modification of carbons have posed serious limitations in a priori prediction of metal 

modifications and its impact on desulfurization. As a consequence, experimental investigations 

have become imperative for gaining more insight. 

 

A closer analysis of the improvements and useful insight could be obtained using the comparison 

of various metal effects, presented in Fig.9. An improvement in the sulfur removal was seen in 

both TAC-Co and TAC-Zn modification. This, however, is believed to be mainly because of acid 

modification of the surface rather than metal modification since the metal content in these 

adsorbents was not high. Presence of acidic sites is evident from FTIR and EDX 
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characterization. Acidic sites naturally have connect with basic sulphur moiety. The basicity of 

the sulfur compound decreases in the order of  T > BT > DBT[41]. Interestingly, compared to 

other sulfur compounds, a very high increase in thiophene adsorption was obtained due to 

interaction between basic thiophene and acidic Zn (~15%) and Co (~30%) modified TAC at 0.5 

% loading (Fig. 9a). As can be seen from the equilibrium data, the removal of thiophene was 

more difficult and only up to 30% removal was possible for higher adsorbent loading of 7.5% as 

compared to near complete removal for other refractory compounds. There is a relatively higher 

sulfur removal of benzothiophene and dibenzothiophene (~80 % removal of BT and ~92 % 

removal of DBT at 7.5 % loading), with or without metal modification, in case of TAC. The 

negligible impact of metal modification (Zn and Co) of TAC for the removal of BT and DBT can 

be attributed to high capacity for these refractory compounds. As mentioned earlier, low loading 

of Zn and Co on TAC can be attributed to metals already present which reduce probability for 

further metal modification. The effect of metal modifications was most prominent in thiophene 

removal. 

 

In an attempt to increase loading of metals, certain changes in the preparatory method of metal 

impregnation were explored by changing the transition metals from Zn and Co to Ni and Cu, and 

concentration of the acidic medium. There was, however, no significant increase in the 

adsorption capacity for single metal modified forms such as Ni and Cu on TAC (Fig 5). The 

capacity improvements were - thiophene from 1.8 to 2.5 mg/g of S; BT similar capacity in the 

range of 9 to 12 mg/g and for DBT only slight increase up to 25 mg/g of S. This is consistent 

with the reasoning given above for the TAC which appears to be already functionalized/modified 

adsorbent for specific sulfur removal and further modification with such sulfur specific 

commercial adsorbents may be difficult. These observations are also consistent with the reported 

literature on sulfur removal using single metal modified commercial adsorbents such as GH2x 

and SRCx [42]. Recently Thaligari et al.[48] reported a capacity of 14.4 mgS/g for Zn modified 

commercial granular activated carbon (2% Zn loading, w/w). Moosavi et al., 2012[50] reported 

that for 4-6 DMDBT, capacity could be increased up to 23mgS/g, using Cu+ modification of 

activated carbon fibre. A combined double modification of TAC for Ni+Cu showed a notable 

difference only in DBT adsorption where significant increase in the capacity from 23 to 33 mg/g 

of S was obtained. From the above analysis, it is evident that modification of carbons using Zn 
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and Co improves the removal and the nature of sulfur compounds affects the removal behaviour. 

Thus, it is imperative that systematic evaluation of metal modification be carried out which also 

necessitates use of indigenously synthesized activated carbons for studying metal modifications.   

 

It is instructive to evaluate metal modification effects on laboratory synthesized activated carbon. 

A biomass derived carbon, from the whole fruit of Golden shower tree (Cassia fistula), CFP-450 

was prepared using the method described elsewhere[22]. It was further modified by Ni and Cu 

by wet impregnation method as described earlier. The adsorption capacities of CFP-450 (Fig.6) 

for T, BT and DBT were ~2.5, 6.2 and 12.7mgS/g, respectively. A possible increase in thiophene 

adsorption can be validated for single metal modification of CFP-450 by Cu and Ni, and for 

subsequent improvement for double metal modification. For benzothiophene, single metal 

modification showed only marginal improvement, however, the improvement with double 

modification was significant. The improvement with double metal modification for thiophene 

was from 2.5mgS/g to 3.75mgS/g and benzothiophene from 6.2mgS/g to 11mgS/g. Interestingly, 

for DBT, single metal modifications of Cu and Ni were highly effective in increasing the sulfur 

removal capacity though the double metal modification indicated reduction. This contradiction in 

the sulfur removal behaviour only in the case of DBT can be attributed partly to the steric effect, 

more prominent in CFP-450 than TAC due to pore characteristics, which possibly reduces access 

to sites after double metal modification. In case of TAC, more favourable pore characteristics 

(Table-3) along with inherent presence of metals (Cu, Cr and Zn) improve DBT adsorption. 

 

The studies on the commercial sulfur specific adsorbent, laboratory synthesized biomass derived 

newer adsorbent, single metal modifications and double metal modifications along with the 

sulfur removal studies on three different sulfur compounds (T, BT and DBT) clearly highlight 

nature of sulfur removal behaviour with respect to metal modifications. While the adsorption on 

unmodified carbons shows good agreement with the reported literature, the results on single and 

double metal modifications provide newer insight into the sulfur removal behaviour. The study 

also provides insight into the selectivity behaviour for different sulfur compounds not generally 

reported for different adsorbent modifications[51]. 
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Fig. 5.Adsorption isotherms: Effect of metal modification and intensification on TAC 
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Fig. 6.Adsorption isotherms: Effect of metal modification and intensification on CFP-450 
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Fig.7.Sulfur removal on TAC: Selectivity in mixture  

 

 
Fig. 8. Schematic of metal modification of adsorbents and impact on sulfur removal 
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Fig.9. Comparison of metal modification on TAC for sulfur removal 
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3.2.2 Effect of process intensification using acoustic cavitation/ultra sonication 

It is expected that the cavitation process can alter the adsorption behaviour either through 

disintegration of larger molecules to smaller fragments or through surface modification/pore 

opening to facilitate the adsorption process. Ultrasound assisted oxidative desulfurization has 

been widely reported for desulfurization of fuels, however, literature on ultrasound assisted 

adsorptive desulfurization has been only sparsely reported. In order to exploit the molecular level 

changes due to cavitation, the influence of acoustic cavitation on adsorptive desulfurization using 

metal modified adsorbents was investigated, as a proof of concept, for the two adsorbents of this 

study- commercial/modified Shirasagi TAC and laboratory synthesized adsorbent(CFP-450). 

Adsorption with acoustic cavitation was carried out at ambient conditions for 30 min using 

ultrasound power of 250W. The results of the process intensification are presented in Fig. 10. For 

easy reference, overall comparison of this effect is also provided in Fig. 5 and 6. Representative 

standard deviation error bars for intensification results are shown in Fig 5. It is evident that the 

impact of process intensification is highest with thiophene, which otherwise has low selectivity 

compared to BT and DBT. An improvement of close to 100% can be obtained for thiophene 

removal. The effect of intensification for the adsorption of BT and DBT was only marginal, 

largely due to high selectivity even in conventional adsorption. The impact due to cavitation is 

believed to be both physical and chemical. The physico-chemical changes can be expected due to 

intense temperature(~10,000K) and pressure(~1000atm) conditions at pico-scale as a result of 

implosion of cavities, that subsequently can cleave the molecules or impact pore diffusion and/or 

surface adsorption[52]. The effects of acoustic cavitation have been exploited extensively in the 

catalytic oxidative desulfurization processes where acid catalysts are typically employed and 

sulfones that are formed in the process get extracted in suitable solvent such as water[51]. It is 

evident that the mechanism of intensified adsorption process presented in this work is quite 

different from the catalytic oxidative desulfurization process though both employ acoustic 

cavitation. Ultrasound is reported to improve mixing and  adsorption capacity through cavitation 

and streaming[53]. In addition, enhanced adsorption was also reported as result of changes in 

pore transport, increase in pore volume and surface area due to acoustic cavitation[54]. It is 

instructive to evaluate the effect of intensification for metal modified adsorbents as well. The 

studies on Zn and Co modified commercial TAC also showed appreciable effect of 

intensification mainly for thiophene removal [Fig.10]. It may be noted that, metal modification 
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reduces the surface area but at the same time increases the acidic oxygen functional groups on 

the carbon surface (Table 2 and 3). In the case of double metal modification, the effect of 

acoustic cavitation assisted adsorption was appreciable in case of TAC-Ni-Cu for the removal of 

all the refractory sulfur compounds: T, BT and DBT from the model fuels [Fig.5], while process 

intensification with CFP-450-Ni-Cu showed further improvement only for T [Fig.6]. The 

significant increase in the sulfur removal capacity can be appreciated from the fact that for TAC 

the adsorption capacity increased from 2 to 4.3, 12 to 31.6 and 33 to 38mgS/g for T, BT and 

DBT, respectively using intensified Ni-Cu double modified adsorbent. The observed selectivity 

trends are in agreement with the theoretically study reported by Neubauer et al.[41], on the basis 

of acidic-basic interactions involved in adsorption. The cobalt modification was most effective 

for thiophene removal and intensification further improved the sulfur removal. Though this work 

reveals many insightful results on single and double metal modifications, its impact on removal 

of different sulfur compounds and process intensification using acoustic cavitation, the detailed 

mechanism involving various factors such as interactions of metal-sulfur, metal-metal, metal-

carbon, diffusion, acoustic cavitation and so on is beyond the scope of this work. 
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Fig. 10.Effect of metal modification and intensification for TAC 

Conclusions 
The present study highlights the importance of developing sulfur specific adsorbents for deep 

desulfurization of fuels under ambient conditions. Both, single and multiple metal modifications 
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can be employed for increasing the sulfur removal efficiency which was found to depend on the 

nature of the metal and matrix used for modification. The important conclusions are: 

1. The carbon adsorbents, commercial Shirasagi TAC and laboratory synthesized CFP-450 

have high capacity for sulfur removal. A sulfur removal close to 100% can be obtained 

for refractory sulfur compounds (BT and DBT) for Shirasagi TAC. 

2. Huge difference in selectivity was observed for the three sulfur compounds, thiophene, 

benzothiophene and dibenzothiophene, clearly highlighting the dependence on the nature 

of sulfur compounds. Selectivity for thiophene was lowest and near complete removal of 

benzothiophene and dibenzothiophene was obtained. 

3. Metal modification, in general, increases sulfur removal capacity. Cobalt metal 

modification of the adsorbent, especially for thiophene removal, was found to be more 

effective than Ni, Cu and Zn. Double/ multiple metal modification was also effective to a 

certain extent. 

4. A significant increase in thiophene adsorption was observed with single metal 

modification of CFP-450 by Cu and Ni, which can be further improved by using the 

double modification. 

5. Process intensification using acoustic cavitation could significantly enhance the 

adsorptive sulfur removal and close to 100% improvement could be obtained for 

thiophene removal.  

 

Thus, tailoring/surface modification of carbon adsorbents along with process intensification 

appears to be a promising approach in adsorptive deep desulfurization of fuels. 
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Abbreviations 
 
TAC Shirasagi TAC- Trade name for a commercial activated carbon  
CFP-450 Carbon adsorbent, synthesised from Cassia fistula biomass at 

450oC, phosphoric acid treated  
T Thiophene 
BT Benzothiophene 
DBT Dibenzothiophene 
TN-TS Total nitrogen total sulfur analyzer 
GC-FPD Gas Chromatograph- Flame photometric detector 
SEM Scanning electron microscopy 
EDX Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
FT-IR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
ICP-OES Inductive coupled Plasma-Optical emission spectroscopy 
MP-AES Microwave plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy 
XRD X-ray diffraction 
S Sulfur 
M1 Metal1 
M2 Metal 2 
HDS Hydrodesulfurization 
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